Beyond Karma:
Touching Grace
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When Edgar Cayce had a lot to say about a
particular subject, he would oftentimes respond
with “many a book can be written on the subject.”
He said that regularly about the topic of karma.
“Karma is the law of cause and effect and much
much more.” I would like to explore the issue of
karma and look at what perhaps might go beyond
karma and into soul choice or soul volunteerism.

Opportunities for soul
growth

Let us begin with three cases of blindness. A couple had twin sons and one was
born blind and the other was not. The couple inquired with Mr. Cayce for a reading.
While in trance, Mr. Cayce referred to a
past life the two boys had together, also
as brothers. They had both been charged
with the job of blinding individuals as
punishment for their crime. One brother
apparently grew to enjoy inflicting the
painful punishment while the other did it
merely as a job. The brother who enjoyed
the suffering of others was born blind and
was told that this was an opportunity to
grow in compassion. The reading referred
to the Grace of God, in that this man had
enjoyed the suffering of hundreds and was
only born blind, not as punishment, but as
a means for soul growth.
This is a very straightforward example
of the law of karma as “reaping what you
have sown.” It has been referred to as “an
eye for an eye”—literally, in this case.
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In a second example, a couple had a
daughter born blind and they asked Mr.
Cayce for a reading. Again under trance,
he gave a different answer to the cause
of the blindness. He said that negligence
by the doctor had caused the blindness.
He said that the blindness had been an
accident and not a karmic issue, but that
the karma would follow the doctor and
would need to be met. It is very interesting that Cayce referred to this case as an
“accident.” When asked further about the
matter, Cayce explained that accidents
happen throughout creation. It reminds
me of Charles Darwin’s notion of how mutations or genetic accidents steer evolution.
Mr. Cayce went on to tell the parents to not
let the child feel sorry for herself, but also
see this as an opportunity for soul growth.
This example flies in the face of the New
Age affirmation that there are no accidents.
Many of us admire the work of Edgar
Cayce as it is quite deep and not easily
translatable into a bumper-sticker format.
What Cayce is showing here, is that while

there are accidents, there is always the
opportunity to make meaning out of what
happens to us; and that most of what happens to us is brought on by us more than
any other cause. We are constantly meeting
self, as Cayce so aptly expressed.
In this third example, I would like to
look at the case of Jesus and the blind man
(John 9:1-3) and what lessons there are to
glean. Upon encountering a blind man, the
disciples ask Jesus about the cause of the
man’s blindness, not unlike the parents I
wrote of earlier who asked Mr. Cayce for
the cause of their child’s blindness. The
disciples though, ask if the man’s blindness
is caused by the man’s sin or by his parents’
sin. It is interesting to note that this is a
question about karma. Jesus must have
been teaching them about karma for them
to have asked this question. But in this
example, Jesus moves beyond karma in his
answer. He tells the disciples that neither the
man nor his parents sinned. He is blind that
the works of God may be glorified; and He
proceeds to heal the man of his blindness.
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On the spiritual level, we
also benefit from helping
another. Those who allow us
to help them, are helping us.

as a means, a channel through which ye
may come to know the greater manifestations of the love of the heavenly Father
and of His care, His thought, His purpose
with thee.
“The physical handicap as we find may
be materially aided, if these considerations
as indicated are held first and foremost.”
(1893-1)

A soul who volunteered

Jesus’ answer is quite unusual. What
might He be teaching here? The first clue is
in Jesus’ saying that the man is here to glorify God. How does the man glorify God?
Let’s look at some basic Cayce concepts.
There is a beautiful reading in which he
teaches us that when we grow to “heaven,
it will be as if it were leaning on the arm
of someone ye have tried to help. For as
ye do it unto thy brother, ye do it unto thy
Maker.” (5177-1) So in the physical world,
when we help someone, they benefit. If
we lend them money or help them with
chores, they benefit from our assistance.
But on the spiritual level, we also benefit
from helping another. Those who allow
us to help them, are actually helping us.
When I lecture around the country, I usually pause here and ask the audience how
many find it easier to help others than to
be helped? Most say that they find it easier
to help others than be helped. I then pretend to be chiding them, and say, “You’re
being selfish! You’re hogging up all the
soul growth!” While I am using humor
to make a point, I hope the point is well
taken. I, too, used to find it much easier to
help than be helped. This reading helped
me understand that I need to accept help
and let the givers grow spiritually as well.
We all know too well what happens to a
child or spouse who has another always
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serving and helping them. They become
very dependent and immature.
In addition, Cayce also tells us that we
often “entertain angels unawares.” Angels
don’t show up asking, “Who wants to be
a millionaire?” Have you seen the reality
shows of how those instant millionaires
end up? It is not pretty, and it seems more
like a curse than a blessing. Instead, angels
may appear as those needing assistance,
giving us the opportunity to help them and
hence grow spiritually. I believe this is what
Jesus was referring to in the instance of
this blind man. The disciples were missing
the point entirely and not seeing that this
man was a sort of angel offering others the
opportunity to grow.
Many people know this truth with their
supposed “handicapped” child or sibling
who is actually a high spiritual being in a
handicapped body showing others how
to be joyous no matter what, while also
needing help their entire lives, affording the
opportunity for spiritual growth to many.
Here is an example from a Cayce reading:
“In giving the interpretation of the disturbing forces with this body, we find that
it would be well to admonish the bodymind not to become hard or resentful
because of circumstances that have arisen
in the experience, of any of the natures
physical or mental; but rather using same

I would like to explore one final example
of what I believe is also beyond karma. A
woman came to see me several years ago.
She had suffered a very severe and painful
trauma. She was on a work trip and on a
free evening, decided to go out to a nearby
arcade that she had enjoyed on other visits.
While there she had a conversation with a
man who thought he knew her from work.
She went to the rest room and when she
returned, he had a beer for her. She thought
nothing of it, but later found out the beer
was drugged and the man raped her that
night. She awoke the next day in a hallway
somewhere, barely clothed, and had to
make her way back to her hotel and to the
airport to return home.
As is oftentimes the case in situations
like this, the victim feels terribly guilty and
responsible. She was ashamed and felt she
had been so stupid in accepting the beer.
She also had not been able to tell her husband. I was very glad that she had decided
to seek therapy. Now, with a simple view
of karma, you might think that perhaps
she had been a rapist in a past life and that
she was meeting this in some way. But as I
got to know this woman, I slowly came to
realize a different explanation.
She was an especially loving and kind
person. She and her husband had adopted four Down syndrome siblings from
a South American family. She and her
husband knew they had Down syndrome
and they knew these children would be
dependent their entire lives. I reflected
on this. Who does that? Who adopts one
handicapped child, let alone four? She also
told me about her very special relationship she has always had with Jesus. She
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Handicaps—
Stepping-Stones, not Stumbling Blocks
“Q. Will his [child’s] injury be a handicap to their future welfare and happiness?
“A. Not a handicap; rather it should be a stimulation to each, if there are the desires towards each of a constructive nature.
“For, as has just been indicated, if there is the determination in each to make the experience a helpful one, these will be
used as stepping-stones rather than as hindrances—if the mind of each is in constructive or spiritual attitudes.” (2049-1)
“That there are physical defects in the structural portion, or in apparent manifestations through the mental, that are
prenatal in their basic forces is too often condemned by the entity—and if there is the proper understanding of that which is
Life in a manifestation, and the spiritual force that prompts the activity of same, these may be by all better understood.
“For…that which is often counted as sin or error is for the mercy to a soul from an All-Wise and beneficent Father that
is directing, planning, giving the soul an opportunity for the use of that which may come into the experience of that soul in
the material plane. And what the soul, through its body and mind and attributes of same, does about the knowledge and
consciousness of the indwelling of the spirit of life through the Christ in the earth is the opportunity for that soul to develop.
“Hence in this particular body, rather than condemning, rather than closing self to the abilities in self or the opportunities
wherein there may be made manifest in self that there is no condemning, but rather that self may use the opportunity, the
privilege, to manifest under or under those conditions that are existent within self—for the better manifesting of the love that
is shed among men, through the activities in any one experience or environ.
“For, when a soul, a body-mind, a consciousness condemns , it is but a selfish manifestation— and is the attempt, as of the
first errors, to blame that self has to do upon another.” (479-1)
“We find one then that seemed as handicapped in many respects …[His mother died when he was a baby, etc.] yet…
in stature beyond that which had been thought, felt, seen, known or experienced by those that would view or study same.
In the mental attributes … there is the exceptional abilities seen and manifested in the entity—for, as is seen, there remains
that unusual influence in the life of the entity which, taken advantage of, will bring joy, pleasure, greatness, fame, money and
position to the entity, [if these are] but applied and used … through application of will’s influence in the life.” (419-1)

had been given a cross on a necklace as protect another woman from that fate.
a special birthday gift by her mother and Somehow she knew she could survive it.
she cherished that cross. Then some years Somehow she showed that man love.
later she was given a saint medallion that
As I have told this story around the
she also put on the necklace. Then one day country, tears stream down people’s faces,
she was invited to a religious retreat with a as they are mine as I write this and perfriend. When she was washing her face, she haps yours as you read it. The tears come
took off the chain and the saint medallion from many because we acknowledge this
went down the drain! Then she said she as truth. Many have come as the older
heard the voice of Jesus in
siblings who take the abuse
her head saying, “Now I Instead of self-pity, from the parents and prohave your full attention!”
see an opportunity tect the younger siblings.
As I continued working
for soul growth. How many mentally ill and
with my client and reflected
abusive parents are there
upon her stories, how it felt to be with her, that one would think that no child would
what a good and spiritual person she was ever choose to be born into such certain
and then on how she had suffered such a pain and suffering? And yet a child, a
painful and traumatic experience, it tossed soul, comes in to these parents. Perhaps
about unsettlingly in my head. I know that some are karmically tied, but many are
bad things happen to good people. But I highly evolved souls that come because no
was seeking a deeper understanding. How one else would. They truly come in God’s
could this be possible? How can this make name, to glorify God, as Jesus pointed out.
sense? As I prayed for her healing and for
There is certainly some bad news in the
understanding, it came to me finally like newspaper. But if we look with a different
a lightning bolt. That night that man was perspective, we realize that there are many
going to rape someone. And on some deep unseen and unacknowledged spiritual
unseen soul level, she said,“I’ll take it.” She lights among us, leading the way. And
volunteered to be that man’s victim and perhaps you are one of them.
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